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Jungle Draw

Sphero has been sent in to explore a remote part of a far off jungle. It's up to 
you and your team to program Sphero through different parts of this jungle 
undetected. You must use the Draw Canvas and it's features to find the quickest 
and stealthiest path through the jungle.  

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:  
• I will learn how to drive Sphero.
• I will draw shapes, symbols and letters to program Sphero.
• I will draw a program to explore predefined spaces.

Tags: exploration problem solving coding draw coding shapes

colors

Grades: 3 to 6 | Duration: Up To 1 Hour

Supplies: Paper and markers or crayons.

This project was developed by 
Sphero® and is featured on 
MakerHub with their permission. 

For more makerspace projects, 
visit makerhub.demco.com.



Step #2: Exploration - Colorful Shapes

Well done. Now time for the second part of your training. Watch the video below and recreate the star that 

is described.

What happens to Sphero color before each line of the star? What can you do if you make a mistake?

YouTube video: https://youtu.be/W8Z4YSp9zkM

Educator Tip:

Have students work in small groups or pairs to practice drawing programs. Remind them to aim before 

running a program.

Before you are sent off to a remote jungle with Sphero you must complete a little bit of training. Watch the 

video below to learn how to use the Draw Canvas. Each drawing you create is a program that tells Sphero 

where and how to roll.

Be sure to pay close attention to aiming Sphero. This is an important skill you must remember throughout 

your jungle adventure.

YouTube video: https://youtu.be/ldjdVF97uVo

Educator Tip:

Have students work in small groups or pairs to practice drawing programs. Remind them to aim before 

running a program.

Step #1: Exploration - Your First Drawing
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https://youtu.be/W8Z4YSp9zkM


Step #3: Skills Building - Into the Jungle

That was quite the parachute landing, but you and Sphero have safely been dropped off into a remote part

of a far off jungle. It is up to Sphero to explore never before seen parts and return with valuable information

to share.

Use the Draw Canvas to program Sphero through three parts of the jungle. Each path will be a different

program. It is very important that Sphero remains unseen and undetected. Think about what color you

should use in each program to help Sphero blend in with its surroundings:

1. Explore the outer perimeter of a group of trees that are in the shape of a pentagon.

2. Explore the river. Don't be afraid to take a swim. This river twists and turns like a snake.

3. Explore the spiral of multi-colored flowers on the horizon.

Share out each of your programs with your class. What made each one unique? Which was the most
difficult to create?
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Step #4: Challenge - A New Discovery

Educator Tip:

1. You can tape a pentagon shape onto the floor or use something like plastic cups to mark the five

corners. Have students draw a program that travels around the perimeter of the pentagon, but stays

close to each edge.

2. Have fun with this one! Sphero is waterproof so don't be afraid to actually put it in some water. Give

students an example of the river's path that they need to draw in their program.

3. Make sure students understand what a spiral is and let them run with it.

While explore the three assigned locations, you and Sphero have discovered a region of the jungle that is

just too amazing not to share.

Grab a piece of scratch paper and something to draw with (markers or crayons). Create a simple drawing

of important features of this region of the jungle. Don't use too much detail because you will need to draw a

program so Sphero can also recreate parts of this discovery.

Use different colors for each of the different regions represented. Limit yourself to 3 or 4 regions, but don't

limit the creativity!

Be sure to attach this program to this activity.

Educator Tip:

Students will create the region that they discovered. If they are unsure of what to draw, prompt them to

think about what they would find in the jungle and how they could create simple representations of these

features.
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